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CONTEMPORAY LEGEND
Sped from gate, fought off quarter mover to far turn,
attacked again, gave way grudgingly. Extra week off, post
relief, gotta use.
PEDIGREE BLUE CHIP
Settled early, came out far turn, cover from winner, urged,
finished fair considering. Also moves inside.
BECKYS DREAMBOAT
Came from back to half excess cover far turn, never had a
chance. Better draw but still longshot.
MY FRISKIE BOY
Parked eighth to drop, out near half, cover far turn, finished
fair. Adds Dean. One more with a better post tonight.
MYSTIC RULER
Led early, brushed back near half, battled rest of mile, held
on pretty well despite the circumstances. Big shot in here.
FOX VALLEY HOSS
Led early, yielded, soft trip to the lane, urged, okay into
speedy final panel. Moves outside. That's a concern.

MARYS PRETTY GIRL
Rushed out to top, shook off last turn attacker, came home
under snug hold, hw12+. Dean will steer tonight. Gimmick
must.
NIGHTGIRL
Out past quarter, took easy lead, no pressure to lane, urged
to deny pocketeer. Luke's choice here. Figures plenty tough
too.
PANCHANTEDTIKIROOM
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Looped, left on delay, parked past quarter, soon 3rd behind
top pair, followed, urged. Mooney's choice over 2 others.
Usable.
CROOKSHANKS
First out near half, on rim to far turn, called it off. Class relief.
Jake hops aboard for this one.
VILLA FOR RENT
Back after a month on the bench. Nick takes the drive.
Obvious question is one of readiness.
TIYAGA
Sent from gate, yielded, tracked, tired. Outside post, a tough
spot for him again.

FLASH ME BABY
Led mid turn, yielded to quarter moving fave, stalked, urged,
up a whisker. Sharp, steps up, adds John. Tough bunch
though.
VELOCITY MCSWEETS
Saved all ground, cleared last turn gapper into lane, had solid
interest but little room. Was bet last week, probably gonna
get hammered again in here.
VIRGIN EYES
Sat in to midfar turn, tipped out on rim, stalled suddenly
when pace hastened. Likely longshot in this one.
DANCINGONTHESAND
Left to tuck, tracked top pair from quarter on, urged, best of
the others. Figures to sit in and rally. One more in the mix.
BERTHA VANATION
Sped from gate, pushed before yielding, stalked balance,
urged, up late. Nick's choice. Not sure she can fire out again
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tonight.
ALWAYSALITTLEMORE
Parked turn to clear, braked to top of lane, sped home,
caught on wire, ouch. Sharp, figures to eventually make the
top and play very hard as usual.

BET TOGETHER
Left, yielded, shuffled to lane, cleared, driven, didn’t gain.
Luke returns, competitive group, one of many.
BETTOR IN THE BANK
Came out on the backside, had excess cover, rallied
strongest, too late. James choice in here. Figures tough as
usual.
VICIOUS ALOICIOUS
Scratched 3/13, also eligible. Gets post relief and adds Jacob
for two nights encounter.
SENGA NITRO
Far back thru blazing clip, inside whole trip, made up a lot of
ground from early deficit. Not the worst stab in here.
MURDER MYSTERY
Looped leaving, tucked, rode cones rest of the way, wasn't
much of a late danger. Slice maybe.
KING OF THE CROP
Away well, back out mid turn, left on the rim dueling, cleared,
attacked, held well til deep str. Mooney returns. Obvious use.
HE GRINS AGAIN
1st out well before half, long uncovered grind, caught late for
2nd, best of the rest. John's choice over 2 others. Class relief
noted. Plan from outside?
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BETTORS PROMISE
Out past quarter to top, no pressure to stretch, sped home on
his own, useful tune up. Adds chip for this one.
ALMOST CUT MY HAIR
Got away well to secure trip behind top pair, tracked to lane,
urged, best of the others. James stays in the bike.
QUEENACE BLUE CHIP
Considered leaving, took back, rushed out past half, advanced
to top of lane, flattened out. Luke's choice. Usable
underneath.
ALLMYXSLIVENTEXAS
Sent to pocket tuck, chased to lane, some urging to get by
stubborn leader. Mooney chose here. Confidence booster for
him?
BESTINTHEBUSINESS
Flew to top, moderated middle half, sped home into hw, tough
to wire. Likely to fire out once more. Gotta use too.
HEZA REAL DIAMOND [post 10]
Left to tuck, quarter moved, no pressure, sped home
confidently. First time back from three-week layoff. Still the
one to beat.

ONE GORGEOUS GAL
Led, yielded to winner, chased balance, urged to save 2nd.
Rail again, pretty good spot. John returns.
RAIDER ROSE
Out near half, stalled suddenly round last bend. Needs a
softer trip to get a slice of it.
NUTS N HONEY
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Rode cones whole trip, failed to make any menacing moves.
Adds fresh Lasix after taking a week off.
AHEAD BY A CENTURY
Out well before half, rimmed balance, 3 vying for 3rd late.
Easier trip could put him into the equation.
GLITTER N GINGER
Saved ground, squeezed out late final bend, bit bumpy into
lane, urged. Fair form, another one to include in gimmicks.
CUT A RUG
Settled into pocket behind speedy winner, began to rally final
bend, on own late. Luke's choice here. Obvious threat despite
missed time.
SPICE AND ICE
Moved 2nd over half, steadied bit last bend, stalled. Not sure
what to think. Might add to the speed equation.
MEAN SISTER OF LODI
Stalked only rival to far turn, tipped out on rim, failed to
sustain the bid. Extra week off and a rugged post. No tickets.

WHO DAT LOVE
Sped from gate, took breather to half, went for air last bend,
some late urging, no doubt, hw15. Sharp, steps up.
LUKES COWBOY
Got away well, sat a soft trip to the lane, driven, fair. Soft trip
needed to partake.
ETHAN HANOVER
Parked half turn, no pressure to lane, light urging to keep
pocket sitter at bay. Confidence booster for 11-year-old?
LINCOLN
Out well before half, waited for cover, got none, rimmed
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balance, best of the others. Braxten in the bike now.
ZACHARIAHS HONOR
Out near half, raced up on rim far turn, kept grinding, held
fair. Entered for $4000 base price here.
MAJOR JESSE
Brushed out before half, led to lane, fought hard thru the
lane, best of the rest. Also dropped his price to $4000.
BEST DREAM SEEKER
Left fast, yielded, easy run behind winner to lane, driven,
3across late. Fires out again?
KEY WORD
1st out 3/8s, covered near half, followed to lane, urged, just
fair late interest. Adds Vod.
MUSICIAN
Off gate a few, moved out near half, loose cover far turn, only
a mild rally. Even tougher post here.
ALS BRIEFS
Sped to midturn lead, released near half, cleared into lane,
urged to get it. Only one in for the $6000 base price.

BEAUS COWBOY
Parked eighth plus, yielded to retakers, tracked to str, heavy
traffic, tough to gauge. Week off, James choice. Post relief.
ROCKIN EDDIE
Left on delay, parked turn, repelled quarter moving fav, called
if off once passed. Dean's choice.
CRUSIN FOR YOU
Left well, backed up to lane, cleared, some urging, fair.
Skipped a week. John returns.
DONTDOUBTTHELAKERS
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2nd over near half, led up to lane, flattened out. Drops. Luke
returns.
IMMA TANK
Saved all ground to the lane, cleared traffic, only fair late
interest. Drops back down. Adds chip.
PICKET HANOVER
Out past quarter, long grind on rim, faded out final turn. Mild
post relief. Tries Jacob.
HIHOS LITTLE REV
Well back behind gapper, failed to make any menacing
moves. Drops, Mooney's choice over 2 others.
WILDCAT BOBBY
Off gate, stuck at back, failed to get into it. Outside again,
Braxten hops aboard.
WESTERN DEVIL
Out past half, gapped flow far turn, faded out. Nick will steer
him here. Price stab?

GETTER QUEEN FLUSH
Settled early, easy run to the lane, cleared, driven to save 3rd
check. Undercard price thought.
KISS ON THE LIPS
Sent to pocket, tracked speedy rival to lane, some traffic,
tough to gauge. Another worth a price look.
BETTOR LADY
Left, edged back out into final bend, kept marching, driven to
get by stubborn fave. Hikes, adds Braxten.
EXSQUEEZEME
Out near 3/8s, cover from fave half, led up, urged to hold off
flying foe. Luke's choice. Obvious use.
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CAPITOL HILL
Settled early, easy run to lane, tipped out, some urging but
no rally. Drops to a level where she'll be very tough.
DELIGHTFULLY WILD
Away under urging, blistered the fractions to far turn, finally
faded out. Chip hops aboard.
SURPRISINGLY SWEET
Moved out behind winner half, good lead up trip, urged, even.
Likely to have excess cover again.
ROYAL MISTRESS
Got away well, popped out near half, advanced on rim to lane,
faded from the skirmish. Dean stays but a much tougher post.
LICKCREEK SPEEDWAY
Picked up cover late last turn, angled, urged, strong close.
Tough post, but very sharp now, expect a powerhouse close.

SARAH TOGA AGAIN
Got away well, chased top pair to far turn, moved out late in
the bend, driven, 3vying for show. Rail again, Braxten stays.
BROOKLYN MOONSHINE
Shot to top, yielded midturn, chased to lane, urged along
cones to get it. Well drawn, another must use.
THATS HOW IT GOES
Settled early, rode cones to lane, mild traffic, some drive late,
tough to gauge. Price will drift here. Usable.
HAGGINATTHEBEACH
Left on delay to midturn lead, braked to final bend, shook off
1st attacker, caught by pocket rocket. One more to consider.
CASEY N GRINEGAN
Off gate length, bided time to midfar turn, edged out, urged
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to save show slot. Hoping for a lively cover trip.
SAND AND ROCKS
Off gate pair, sat to half, sped up on rim far turn, failed to
sustain the bid. Might be tighter now.
RUE HANOVER
Parked half turn, repelled quarter mover, dueled to far turn,
urged to save place behind romping winner. Extra week off.
Fires out?
RED N HOTALLOVER
Wide early, took back, saved ground balance, never got
involved. Hikes, outside, adds Dean.

LITTLE EMMA
2nd over from half, led up to the lane, stalled into fast final
quarter. Soft trip from the rail, slice?
YOUROLDLOVELETTER
Left to drop, easy run the rest of mile, not a late danger. Post
relief and Luke hops aboard.
FREE RADICAL
Left well, soon sitting 3rd behind top pair, chased balance,
urged to save show spot. Looks like undercard player.
DOUBLE MYSTERY
Off gate pair, out before far turn, poor flow, lost cover, still
rallied okay. Better draw makes her a consideration too.
OUTLAWINTRIGUEDBYU
Checked near quarter, broke, recovered to catch cover from
half, flattened out. Worthy of price stab.
OUTRAGEOUSDELIGHTN
Led at once, released to winner past quarter, tracked balance,
urged. Mooney's choice in here. His plan?
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GREEKONA
Left well, pocket behind winner mid turn, shadowed rest of
the way, driven, 2nd best. Got the worst post of those
entering for $3000 tag.
DONTCLOSEYOUREYES
Behind early lagger, moved inside last turn traffic, urged,
much best of the rest. Only one in for the $4000 price. How's
John gonna play it?
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